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Liability -> I am not a doctor
Please do not take the advice in this document as 
professional medical advice. This document is 
meant to be a guide to help those who are 
interested in movement and have been cleared by 
their doctor to do the movements shown. Please 
take care when attempting these movements as 
some of them can be advanced. If you do 
experience any strong and painful sensations, 
please seek medical guidance. By following the 
advice in this document, you are acknowledging 
that you are solely responsible for any injuries you 
may incur. 

I have done the best of my ability to provide 
progressions so that this does not occur, but I ask 
that you take responsibility for your health and 
wellbeing. 

With that, I hope that this guide helps you achieve 
your goals and acts as a helping hand for your 
practice. I created this guide to elevate the 
collective level of people’s understanding of 
cartwheels and cartwheel training. I hope journey 
is fun, engaging!



Au CDO

Our Goals!
This guide has two goals. 

1) If you’re uncomfortable doing a cartwheel → to get 
you feeling confident about cartwheels by 
introducing you cartwheel regressions.

2) If you already can do a cartwheel → To help you 
master the core cartwheel elements and master 
Au CDO*

*What is AU CDO? This cartwheel variation seen to your 
right pulls together the core cartwheel elements and 
combines them.

The core cartwheel elements include
- Normal cartwheel and it’s regressions
- Au fechado (a closed cartwheel)
- Au Pessado (a cartwheel with a controlled 

descent)

Click to play


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKFeTsPxVAY&t=2


V-Cartwheel

How to use this guide
If you are unfamiliar with cartwheels, then I highly suggest you 
patiently work your way through the first two sections of this 
guide. For more experienced cartwheel lovers, I also suggest you 
take a couple weeks to follow protocols laid out in the first two 
sections. There are many foundational exercises that will benefit 
you as you move on to the more advanced stuff.

From section 3 onwards, this guide is not linear. Meaning you 
don’t have to go through each section one at a time. I encourage 
you to skip around!

Each challenge has a difficulty rating to help you gauge what you 
are ready for. Don’t be afraid to challenge yourself!

Good luck

Difficulty rating

Movement

name
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My name is Chris “Calado” Rodriguez. I love Capoeira and I 
particularly love cartwheels. I’ve been training Capoeira since 
2007 and every day is an opportunity to learn something new 
about music, movement, and myself. I’m very fortunate to have 
found Capoeira. It’s an art form with incredible depth and 
incredible breadth. There are no boundaries and the only limits 
to your growth are your own imagination.

I remember absolutely sucking at cartwheels and having no 
clear path to improve. My goal with this guide was to make 
sure anyone who was interested in cartwheels could learn the 
fundamentals in a way that was fun, effective, and stress free.

I learned the hard way so that hopefully you won’t have to. I 
sincerely wish you luck on whatever endeavor you are on. If 
your passion is movement, Capoeira, or anything else, I hope 
you gain something meaningful from this guide.

Intro from Calado
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Build Confidence
This first section is recommended if you are scared of 
cartwheels. The biggest reason people feel scared 
doing a cartwheel is that they feel like their hands 
won’t support them, and they’ll fall on their faces. I 
myself have had this fear, but there is an easy way to 
get over it. 

We make the floor our friend by spending time upside 
down and supporting a portion of our weight on our 
hands. Get in the habit of touching the floor more 
often. Anything counts. This is to build neural connects 
in the brain that feel comfort when the hands are 
planted on the floor and supporting some weight.

One more thing. From now on, make sure that when 
your hands come to the floor, that your whole palms 
are on the floor. 



Mimic Cartwheels
We build confidence by imitating the cartwheel as 
much as possible!

The way we do this is by getting up on our hands as 
much as we can. Refer to the two protocols at the end 
of this section (Section 1) for the protocol you will be 
working on. Our goal is that you feel comfortable 
doing a Level 2 cartwheel starting from a standing 
position with the arms pointed up towards the 
ceiling/sky. 

WARM UP FIRST!!!

The warm up is exactly that. A warm up. If you want to 
avoid injuries and bulletproof your joints (especially 
the wrists), make sure to do the full warm-up prior to 
training!

Click to play

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHmCRSyR2Ek


The beginner Au
The Level 1 Beginner Cartwheel starts with you placing 
both hands on the floor and jumping off the forward 
leg and onto the other. Simple! As you get comfortable, 
try to jump higher and add some lateral movement.

For the Beginner Cartwheel Level 2, make sure the legs 
are staggered and the hands point upwards and not 
forwards! Placing your arms forwards may feel safer, 
but it is less stable.  Try to keep the legs straight as 
you do the cartwheel. As you practice, try to raise the 
legs higher each time. This is the best way to get 
better fast.

Click to play 

Beginner 
cartwheel 
level  1

Beginner 
cartwheel 
level 2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0zR_J8oIh4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UA62dMeLFUk


Version 1

Lifts off second 
and lands secondLifts off first 

and lands first!

Both hands 
planted on the 
floor to start

Version 2

Lands 1st
Lands 2nd

Lands 3rd

Lands 4th



Wrist Protocol
Exercise Set Reps *Tempo Notes

Finger pushups N/A 30 1-0-1-0 Link: Bring the knees in closer to regress the movement. 
Do this if it helps get to 30 reps.

Wrists stretches palms 
up

1 15 seconds 
per position

N/A Link: Optional is rocking back and forth. Stretch in at 
least 3 different positions

Wrist stretches palms 
down

1 15 seconds 
per position

N/A Link: Optional is rocking back and forth. Stretch with the 
fingers facing away from each other and inwards 
towards you (2 positions total)

Tiger claw 1 15 seconds N/A Link: Only fingernails touching the floor

Perform before beginner protocol

*Tempo controls HOW you do your workout. Each number is number of seconds you take to do each portion of of the 
exercise. Here is how to read it. (hint: it’s easiest to visualize a bench press)
First# = eccentric(lowering). Second# = pause at bottom. Third# = Concentric(lifting)  Fourth # = pause at top 

https://youtu.be/U916zmI9IyI?t=52
https://youtu.be/U916zmI9IyI?t=88
https://youtu.be/U916zmI9IyI?t=191
https://youtu.be/U916zmI9IyI?t=237


Beginner Protocol
Exercise Set Reps Notes

Banded external rotations N/A 20 Link: Do at a controlled pace

Wrist Protocol 1 N/A (go to the wrist protocol slide)

Elephant walk 1 30 Link: Squeeze the quad as the leg straightens

Cartwheel step up to chair 5 5 - 8 per 
side

Link: Slow and steady and push hard through the 
shoulders

Cartwheel Lvl 1, or
Cartwheel Lvl 2

5 6-10     per 
side

Link: Raise legs as high as is comfortable
Link: Start with arms reaching upwards

Perform 3x per week 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_thyHbdB7nI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NSNzPXmWE7E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHmCRSyR2Ek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UA62dMeLFUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1ooYYx4JxU
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The Cartwheel
Our goals for this section

Perform a strict form cartwheel. This is with straight 
arms and straight legs. We also want to move laterally 
on a straight line. 

In this section, we’ll review Rolê, the V-cartwheel, and 
the actual cartwheel “au”. Rolê and the V-cartwheel are 
tools we use to build our understanding of specific 
cartwheel elements like coordination and lateral 
movement. 

We’ll also go over some of the common pitfalls people 
fall into and go over how to overcome them.



The Rolê
Rolê is a tool we use to practice controlling our lateral 
movement. Cartwheels in Capoeira move laterally, 
unlike gymnastic style cartwheels, which move 
forwards. Practice your rolê on a straight line. 

Keep your full palm on the floor during the movement 
and float the feet no more than an inch off the floor as 
they move. 

Take up as much space as you can doing the rolê. The 
more space you take up, the better.

Avoid jumping while doing your rolê!

Click to play 

Click to play 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shnRdvI3bGA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hd2i2Gchejg


Rolê

1
2 3 4 5

6

Start Finish

Rolê is a lateral movement with the feet hovering over 
the ground. This movement imitates the cartwheel in 
almost every way, the the main exception being that the 
feet do not move over the body, and instead hover over 
the floor.

Your goal while doing Rolê is to move along a straight 
line. It might help to place a long piece of string or tape 
along the path of your rolê to guide your movement. Try 
to make the movement as soft as possible. 



The V-Cartwheel
The V-cartwheel is perhaps the most effective tool we 
have when learning the cartwheel. This move is so 
great because it can be used in conjunction with all the 
advanced cartwheels covered in this guide to make 
them more accessible. 

Unlike a regular cartwheel, we will not be moving in a 
straight line. Other than that, everything is the same 
between this movement and the normal cartwheel. 

Make the angle of the V-cartwheel sharper to make the 
movement easier. Straight out the V-cartwheel to make 
it more difficult and more similar to a regular 
cartwheel. Use this theme of opening and closing the 
“V” as your primary tool of regressing any and all 
cartwheel variations covered in this guide. 

Click to play 

Click to play 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qxAHHsaA2I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IODxXur_s98


The “V” 
Cartwheel

1

2

3 4

5

6

Start Finish

As you get comfortable with the V-cartwheel, 
challenge yourself by looking through your arms 
when you’re completely inverted. Keep your legs 
straight, and try to bring them above your shoulder 
while upside down. 



The Cartwheel

If you currently can not do a cartwheel, then this is 
where most of your attention should go. Make sure 
that before progressing further, that you do your 
cartwheel with proper technique. This includes…

1. Straight legs.
2. Feet and Hands moving along a straight line 

(see image on next slide).
3. While in the middle of the cartwheel, your feet 

should rise to about shoulder height.
4. Optional - While in the middle of the cartwheel, 

look forwards. 

Click to play 

Click to play 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2UcRVEurDE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2r2guNMvmAs


Cartwheel

1
2 3 4 5

6

Start Finish

Practice your cartwheels over a straight line. Make sure to 
place your hands and feet on the line. You can use 
something like painters tape, cracks on the concrete, or a 
piece of string. 

Note that it will be EASIER to do your cartwheel in a 
straight line if you do a bigger cartwheel. Meaning that 
you take up more space. This will also provide more 
stability. Smaller cartwheels are harder to control. 



Common 
issues

1
2

3 4

5
6

Start Finish

The most common issue is that the hands do not align 
with the feet. This is usually due to a lack of flexibility 
in shoulders, hamstrings, and lateral movement. 
Following the protocols at the end of this section will 
help in these areas. 

Another common error is to swing the hands across 
the body instead of over the head. This can be a little 
scary at first, but the more you can swing your arms 
over your body, the better your cartwheel will look.



Mobility
Overhead mobility and lateral flexibility are common 
barriers to doing a strict cartwheel. Make sure to do 
your shoulder protocol 2-3 times a week.

Progress may take up to several months. That’s how 
improving range of motion works. It’s a slow 
process.

Goals: 
Your goal will be to be able to bring your arms up, 
behind your ears. For lateral flexibility, you should 
have enough bend to place your hand on a wall next 
to you as seen in the photo (note the position of the 
feet)..

Poor vs good mobility

Lateral flexibility standard



Shoulder Protocol
Group Exercise Set Reps Tempo Notes

A Banded external rotations 1 20 1-1-1-0 Link: 

A Wall slides 1 10-15 1-1-1-0 Link: 

B Shoulder flexion 
PAILs/RAILs

3 15s relax 
in stretch
15s Pails
15s Rails

N/A Link: step 1) 15 seconds relax in stretched 
position. Step 2) 40-70% effort pushing into the 
block for 15 seconds and step 3) 15 seconds away 
from block and (45 sec. total). 
- Hand on the floor is easier. 
- Hand on a elevated surface is harder (See video)

B Butchers block 3 6-10 1-1-1-0 Link: straighten the elbow and bend back. 
That is 1 rep

C QL leans 3 10 2-1-1-0 Link: Crossed leg position is important

Perform all 2x per week 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_thyHbdB7nI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqNASYjJoLU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Lk6AVn8fkQ
https://youtu.be/oDnP3sPkdO0?t=76
https://youtu.be/JptRRvpL4ss?t=27


Cartwheel Protocol
Exercise Set Reps Rest Notes

Warm up N/A N/A 45 sec Shoulder protocol group A & C

Wrist Protocol 1 N/A 30 sec Go to wrist protocol slide

Elephant walk 1 30 30 sec Link: Squeeze quad as the leg straightens. Straightening 
each leg is 1 rep

V-Cartwheel 4 4-6 per side 30 sec Link: Focus on your form. Straight arms and straight legs. 
Look forwards.

Cartwheel 4 4-6 per side 45 sec Llink: Can be substituted for another 4 sets of V-cartwheels if 
you still don’t feel comfortable with the normal cartwheel.

Role 2 6-8 per side 30 sec Link: Make sure feet hover just above the floor. Lock your 
eyes to an object to avoid getting dizzy.

Perform 3x per week

*** Continue the wrist protocol a minimum of 1x per week. Ideal is 3x per week before this protocol

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NSNzPXmWE7E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qxAHHsaA2I&list=PL7wJaU6A___T-iubKa0GG5YSBqZ-9JyX7&index=2
https://youtu.be/2r2guNMvmAs?t=33
https://youtu.be/hd2i2Gchejg?list=PL7wJaU6A___T-iubKa0GG5YSBqZ-9JyX7&t=17
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Cartwheel variations
Our first goal for this guide is to get a solid 
cartwheel. The cartwheel depends on our 
coordination, which we build with practice. 

Once we can perform the cartwheel, we will have a 
strong foundation for cartwheel variations. The 
stronger the foundation, the easier these variations 
will be! 

This protocol for this section is much more 
focused around the skills work, so make sure you 
are still doing the wrist and shoulder protocols. 
The wrist work is integrated into the protocol in 
this section. The shoulder protocol should be done 
2 times a week on your off days.

Click to play 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMoVnyt4N1g


Au Fechado
Au fechado is a test in control. Control on the way 
up and control on the way down. A strict au 
fechado would have zero jumping. This is similar to 
how some bodyweight trainers do a press 
handstand without jumping.  A strict au fechado 
goes beyond the standards for this guide, but can 
be a fun goal to work towards.

The standard for this guide is that we can perform 
the au with control throughout the duration of the 
movement while the knees are fully bent and 
against the chest. 

Make sure your landing is soft and preferably on a 
single leg. Finish the au without falling over or 
losing control. 

Click to play 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMbs_yPTNVg
https://youtu.be/gQG_s5y37gY?t=12
https://youtu.be/gQG_s5y37gY?t=12


Au Pessado
VIDEO

Au Pessado is a test of coordination and (similar to 
au fechado) control on the way down from a 
cartwheel. The goal is to transition from the top of 
the cartwheel, to au fechado, and land with two 
legs.  Pessado means “heavy” in Portuguese, but 
the landing should be so light that it is without 
sound.

The standard we want to meet is that we can bring 
our legs together at the top of the cartwheel. We 
should also be able to land with our feet on either 
side of the feet (see diagram). Direction of cartwheel

Feet during
landing

Click to play 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMj3l_gEyQo


Protocols to drill
Exercise Set Reps Tempo Rest Notes

Wrist protocol N/A N/A N/A 30 sec Go to wrist protocol slide

Warm up N/A N/A N/A 30 sec Shoulder protocol group A & C

Wall Au fechado 2 6-8 per 
side

N/A 45 sec Link: Contract core through duration of exercise to maintain 
control 

Wall Au pessado 2 6-8 per 
side

N/A 45 sec Link: shrug the shoulder up high and hard while upside 
down

V-Au fechado
Or Au fechado

5 5-7 1-1-1-0 45 sec Perform Au fechado (link below), but in a “V” shape
Link: Au fechado 

V-Au pessado
Or Au pessado

5 5-7 2-1-1-0 45 sec Perform Au pessado (link below), but in a “V” shape
Link: Au pessado

Perform 2-3x per week

*** Continue the shoulder protocol 2x a week on off days

https://youtu.be/iiwqtZrC4dw?list=PL7wJaU6A___T-iubKa0GG5YSBqZ-9JyX7&t=301
https://youtu.be/iiwqtZrC4dw?list=PL7wJaU6A___T-iubKa0GG5YSBqZ-9JyX7&t=352
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMbs_yPTNVg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMj3l_gEyQo&t=1s
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Advanced Variations
After we have a strong understanding of the variations in the 
previous sections we can do either of the following. 

1. Continue on to Section 5 to learn Au CDO
2. Or in Section 4, we look at advanced entrances to 

cartwheels.

What you decide on is a matter of preference. You may 
decide to come back to Section 4 later on if you’d like. The 
goal of Section 4 is to introduce two new cartwheel 
entrances and learn how to apply them to all the cartwheel 
variations covered so far. The two entrances are from... 

- A full squat (cocorinha), & 
- Negativa

Cartwheel from squat (cocorinha)

Cartwheel from negativa

Click to play 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32TN2_CETcI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKFeTsPxVAY


All cartwheels from 
the Squat

The squat is either the heel on the ground and your 
butt close to the floor. Or with the heel up and the 
knees pointing forwards. Heels down requires more 
mobility, while heels up puts more pressure on the 
knees. No variation is better than the other. It is a 
matter of preference. 

Performing cartwheels from cocorinha requires much 
more control as compared to the standing variation. 

To train this variation, use the protocol from the 
previous section and perform your cartwheels from 
the squat instead of from standing..

Cartwheel 
from 

cocorinha

Au Fechado 
from 
cocorinha

Au Pessado 
from 

cocorinha

Click to play
   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiwqtZrC4dw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiwqtZrC4dw&t=138
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiwqtZrC4dw&t=265


All cartwheels 
from Negativa

Negativa is a foundational movement in Capoeira. 
Negativa is most often used for moving around on the 
ground, which makes it all the more impressive when 
someone is able to use it to get up into a cartwheel. 

Cartwheels from negativa need a lot of coordination 
and power. They also need a degree of bulletproofing 
in the knees, so be aware of that before you begin 
training this very advanced variation. 

To train this variation, use the protocol from the 
previous section and perform your cartwheels from 
negativa instead of from standing.

Click to play 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gB0yEIKDmw


Au CDO
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Au CDO
Au CDO is a combination of a cartwheel (Au), Au 
Fechado, and Au Pessado. Before moving onto this final 
movements, be confident in the cartwheels in section 3.

The standard for Au CDO is to start the cartwheel on 
one arm with the knees tucking into the chest. At the 
top of the cartwheel, both feet straighten upwards and 
the second hand lands on the floor. The second half of 
the Au CDO should look like Au Pessado, but with the 
first hand lifted off the floor. (go to next slide for a 
breakdown)

This is a very advanced cartwheel variation that is fun 
and challenging to perform. So don’t get discouraged if 
you don’t get it the first time!

Click to play 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ea-nllFiWgc


Au CDO 
Structure

Strict Au CDO
The structure of a strict Au CDO is shown to the side. 
Below are 2 regression options.

Regression 1:
Step 1 and 3 can be performed with both hands on the 
floor. Adds a lot more stability.

Regression 2: 
V-Au CDO. Au CDO can be done in a “V” shape to lessen 
the lateral movement making the movement 
significantly easier (and less scary). You may also keep 
both hands on the floor as in Regression 1. 

Step 1: 1 hand (or 2 hands to 
make easier) Knees to chest

Step 2: handstand position. 
Position is held for a split second

Step 3: Knees back to chest. 
(optional) first hand lifts off 

the floor

Step 4: Land on 2 feet softly



Au CDO Drills
The three way to train Au CDO.

1. Practice elements independently. Train your Au 
fechado and Au Pessado. Mastering these 
movements separately will help master Au CDO.

2. V-Au CDO. Use the same concept of the 
V-cartwheel and do Au CDO at an angle. This is 
likely the most important tool we have.

3. Au CDO on the wall. Placing the hands further 
away from the wall will decrease the difficulty of 
the movement, while placing the hands closer to 
the wall will increase the difficulty of the 
movement. 

Click to play 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zx8jKw79FSw


Au CDO Protocols
Exercise Set Reps Rest Notes

Wrist protocol N/A N/A 30 sec Go to wrist protocol slide

Warm up N/A N/A 30 sec Shoulder protocol group A & C

Au CDO on/off the wall 3 3-5 per 
side

45 sec Link: Aim to use the wall as little as possible. 

V-Au CDO
Or Au CDO

5 3-6 per 
side

45 sec Link: V-Au CDO 
Link: Au CDO 
Feel free to experiment doing the movement from 
standing, the squat, and negativa

Perform 2-3x per week

*** Do the full shoulder protocol a minimum of 1x per week for maintenance and 2x per week to continue expanding range.  

https://youtu.be/zx8jKw79FSw?list=PL7wJaU6A___T-iubKa0GG5YSBqZ-9JyX7&t=136
https://youtu.be/zx8jKw79FSw?list=PL7wJaU6A___T-iubKa0GG5YSBqZ-9JyX7&t=223
https://youtu.be/zx8jKw79FSw?list=PL7wJaU6A___T-iubKa0GG5YSBqZ-9JyX7&t=241


CREDITS: This presentation template was created by 
Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and infographics 
& images by Freepik. 

Questions?
Do you have any questions?

dende.arts@gmail.com
https://dendearts.com
@dende_arts
Tag us with your progress!

Please keep this slide for attribution.

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
https://dendearts.com

